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MISSION STATEMENT

Our responsibility is to promote the
temperament, appearance, soundness,
natural retrieving and hunting abilities
of the Golden Retriever. Our members are dedicated to the responsible
breeding and ownership of the Golden
Retriever. We advance and protect the
interests of the breed through events,
education, The National Breed Council
and research.
www.grcwa.com

The Right Dog For You
FIND THE RIGHT BREED

Diverse, distinctive and devoted,
ANKC registered purebred dogs offer
a lifetime of companionship and fun.
With an ANKC registered purebred,
you can predict a puppy’s full-grown
appearance, whether it will need
special grooming, its energy level and
exercise needs. Because characteristics
vary greatly from breed to breed, it’s
important to choose a breed suited
to your own personality, lifestyle and
environment.
Choosing the right dog requires
research. A good place to start is the
Dogs West website. Also consider
visiting an all-breed dog show and
view firsthand virtually every breed
recognized by the ANKC. In addition
to seeing a variety of dogs, you will
have a chance to talk with responsible
breeders, people concerned with the
welfare and advancement of their
chosen breed. To find out when
dog shows and other events such as
retrieving, obedience and agility
are held visit the events page on the
DogsWest website.
State breed clubs are the best resources
for information about the breed. They
are familiar with their breed and can
answer questions you have regarding
the suitability of a particular breed to
your lifestyle and environment. They
can also answer questions relating to
health concerns of the breed you are
considering and the health test breeders

should have done.
Whenever a new dog comes into
the home, it should be the center of
attention. Make sure you and your
family have the time and energy to help
your new dog adapt to the changes in
his life before buying. When you bring
your new dog home, you will soon see
how your hard work and research will
reward you with companionship, love,
and devotion, with the right dog for
you.

ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

It’s important to ask questions before
you choose a dog. What kind of
temperament is the dog likely to have?
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Temperament is a primary concern.
Most breeds were developed with
specific functions in mind, such as
hunting at the side of their master in the
case of a golden retriever or guarding
sheep, for example with a Maremma.
The job your prospective dog was bred
to perform may provide insight into how
friendly it will be with strangers or how
it will behave around children. So be
sure to find out all you can about your
breed’s origin.

breeds are content with frequent walks.

What size will your dog be when it is
full grown? Size is especially a concern
if you live in an apartment or a planned
community.

Will you have time for training your dog?
Basic obedience training is essential for
all dogs. While some breeds are better
suited for more specific types of training,
a well mannered dog makes the best
companion.
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state breed club abide by a strict code of
ethics and are responsible for the health
and welfare of their breed. Responsible
breeders know what they are doing.
Unlike pet stores and unscrupulous
breeders - better known as puppy mills,
good breeders are careful to breed only
healthy dogs with good temperaments.
This means that any puppy you get from
them has a better chance of turning out
to be a good family pet. They also know
how to raise their puppies in a way that
prepares them for life as a family dog.
Buying a puppy from a good breeder
makes a big difference to the welfare of
the breed.

How much coat care will your dog need?
While all dogs need care, some breeds
like the golden retriever require frequent
grooming to continue to look their best.
Long-coated dogs are beautiful, but
keeping their coats in good condition
requires more attention or regular visits
to a groomer. So make sure you know
how much coat care your dog will need
before you buy.

How much exercise will your dog
require? Some dogs are very athletic
What health issues exist in the breed?
by nature and require a good deal of
exercise and plenty of room to run; some What type of health screens have been

developed to test for these problems?
Like people, all animals need occasional
healthcare. These are important
considerations that must be resolved
before choosing a breed.

Always personally visit the breeder and
meet their dogs and find out where the
puppy was born and raised. Take your
time now to find the right breeder and
you’ll thank yourself for the rest of your
dog’s life.

Once you have identified the breed that
best suits you and your lifestyle, review
your choice. Make sure you have a clear
sense of the responsibilities involved in
owning a dog. Becoming a pet owner is a
long-term commitment. Be certain your
chosen breed will suit your environment
and way of life for many years to come.

DOGS FROM RESPONSIBLE BREEDERS

FIND THE RIGHT BREEDER

ARE MORE LIKELY TO GROW UP TO BE

Start your search for a responsible
breeder with the state breed club.
Breeders that are members of their

MAKE
SURE YOU
PURCHASE YOUR PUPPY FROM
AN ANKC REGISTRED BREEDER.

HEALTHY GOOD AMBASSADORS OF
THE BREED.

